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Starts with UI- 

UINTAITE AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S] 

 

Contains -UI- 

ACCRUING ACCGINRU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACEQUIAS AACEIQSU ACEQUIA, irrigation ditch or canal [n] 

ACQUIRED ACDEIQRU ACQUIRE, to come into possession of [v] 

ACQUIREE ACEEIQRU one that is acquired [n -S] 

ACQUIRER ACEIQRRU one that acquires (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

ACQUIRES ACEIQRSU ACQUIRE, to come into possession of [v] 

ACUITIES ACEIISTU ACUITY, sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n] 

AGUISHLY AGHILSUY AGUE, malarial fever [adv] 

AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S] 

ALFAQUIN AAFILNQU alfaqui (teacher of Muslim law) [n -S] 

ALFAQUIS AAFILQSU ALFAQUI, teacher of Muslim law [n] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALTRUISM AILMRSTU selfless devotion to welfare of others [n -S] 

ALTRUIST AILRSTTU one that practices altruism [n -S] 

AQUIFERS AEFIQRSU AQUIFER, water-bearing rock formation [n] 

AQUILINE AEIILNQU curving like eagle's beak [adj] 

BEDOUINS BDEINOSU BEDOUIN, nomadic Arab [n] 

BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S] 

BEGUILED BDEEGILU BEGUILE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEGUILER BEEGILRU one that beguiles (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n -S] 

BEGUILES BEEGILSU BEGUILE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEGUINES BEEGINSU BEGUINE, lively dance [n] 

BESUITED BDEEISTU wearing suit [adj] 

BIGUINES BEGIINSU BIGUINE, beguine (lively dance) [n] 

BISCUITS BCIISSTU BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [n] 

BISCUITY BCIISTUY BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [adj] 

BODYSUIT BDIOSTUY one-piece garment for torso [n -S] 

BOUILLON BILLNOOU clear broth [n -S] 

BROGUISH BGHIORSU resembling brogue (Irish accent) [adj] 

BRUISERS BEIRRSSU BRUISER, big, husky man [n] 

BRUISING BGIINRSU injury that does not break surface of skin [n -S] / BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUITERS BEIRRSTU BRUITER, one that bruits (to spread news of) [n] 

BRUITING BGIINRTU BRUIT, to spread news of [v] 

BUILDERS BDEILRSU BUILDER, one that builds (to construct) [n] 

BUILDING BDGIILNU something that is built [n -S] / BUILD, to construct [v] 

BUILDOUT BDILOTUU work needed to expand system [n -S]  

BUILDUPS BDILPSUU BUILDUP, accumulation [n] 

CALQUING ACGILNQU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CASUISTS ACISSSTU CASUIST, one who resolves ethical problems [n] 

CATSUITS ACISSTTU CATSUIT, close-fitting one-piece garment [n] 

CHARQUID ACDHIQRU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [adj] 

CHARQUIS ACHIQRSU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n] 
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CIRCUITS CCIIRSTU CIRCUIT, to move around [v] 

CIRCUITY CCIIRTUY lack of straightforwardness [n -TIES] 

CLIQUIER CEIILQRU CLIQUEY, inclined to form cliques [adj] / CLIQUY [adj] 

CLIQUING CGIILNQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUISH CHIILQSU cliquey (inclined to form cliques) [adj] 

CONDUITS CDINOSTU CONDUIT, channel or pipe for conveying fluids [n] 

CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S] 

COQUILLE CEILLOQU cooking utensil [n -S] 

COQUINAS ACINOQSU COQUINA, small marine clam [n] 

COQUITOS CIOOQSTU COQUITO, palm tree [n] 

CRUISERS CEIRRSSU CRUISER, boat that cruises [n] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S] / CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CUISINES CEIINSSU CUISINE, style of cooking [n] 

CUITTLED CDEILTTU CUITTLE, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

CUITTLES CEILSTTU CUITTLE, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DEBRUISE BDEEIRSU to cross coat of arms [v –D, -SING, -S] 

DISGUISE DEGIISSU to alter appearance of [v –D, -SING, -S] 

DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v –ED, -ING, -S] 

DRUIDESS DDEIRSSU female druid [n -ES] 

DRUIDISM DDIIMRSU religious system of druids [n -S] 

DRYSUITS DIRSSTUY DRYSUIT, waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n] 

EGGFRUIT EFGGIRTU tropical tree [n -S] 

EMBRUING BEGIMNRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

ENQUIRED DEEINQRU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

ENQUIRER EEINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

ENQUIRES EEINQRSU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

ENSUITES EEINSSTU ENSUITE, room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n] 

EQUINELY EEILNQUY in horselike manner [adv] 

EQUINITY EIINQTUY state of being like horse [n -TIES] 

EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed [v] 

EQUIPPER EEIPPQRU one that equips (to provide with whatever is needed) [n -S] 

EQUISETA AEEIQSTU rushlike plants [n EQUISETA] 

EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj] 

EQUITIES EEIIQSTU EQUITY, fairness or impartiality [n] 

EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S] 

ESQUIRED DEEIQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ESQUIRES EEIQRSSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

EUPHUISM EHIMPSUU artificially elegant style of speech or writing [n -S] 

EUPHUIST EHIPSTUU one given to euphuism [n -S] 

EXEQUIAL AEEILQUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [adj] 

EXEQUIES EEEIQSUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [n] 

EXIGUITY EGIITUXY state of being exiguous (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [n -TIES] 

FAUTEUIL AEFILTUU armchair (chair with armrests) [n -S] 
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FLORUITS FILORSTU FLORUIT, to describe time period when someone is known to have lived [v] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FLUIDISE DEFIILSU to fluidize (to cause to flow like fluid) [v –D, -SING, -S] 

FLUIDITY DFIILTUY quality of being able to flow [n -TIES] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v –D, -ZING, -S] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FOGFRUIT FFGIORTU flowering plant [n -S] 

FONDUING DFGINNOU FONDUE, to cook in pot of melted cheese [v] 

FORTUITY FIORTTUY accidental occurrence [n -TIES] 

FRUITAGE AEFGIRTU process of bearing fruit [n -S] 

FRUITERS EFIRRSTU FRUITER, one that grows or sells fruit [n] 

FRUITFUL FFILRTUU producing abundantly [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

FRUITIER EFIIRRTU FRUITY, suggestive of fruit [adj] 

FRUITILY FIILRTUY FRUITY, suggestive of fruit [adv] 

FRUITING FGIINRTU production of fruit on tree [n -S] / FRUIT, to bear fruit (usually edible reproductive bodies of seed plant) [v] 

FRUITION FIINORTU accomplishment of something desired [n -S] 

FRUITLET EFILRTTU small fruit [n -S] 

FUGUISTS FGISSTUU FUGUIST, one who composes fugues [n] 

GLUINESS EGILNSSU state of being gluey (resembling glue) [n -ES] 

GRATUITY AGIRTTUY gift of money [n -TIES] 

GRUIFORM FGIMORRU designating order of birds [adj] 

GUIDABLE ABDEGILU GUIDE, to show way to [adj] 

GUIDANCE ACDEGINU advice (recommendation regarding decision or action) [n -S] 

GUIDEWAY ADEGIUWY track for controlling line of motion of something [n -S] 

GUILDERS DEGILRSU GUILDER, former monetary unit of Netherlands [n] 

GUILEFUL EFGILLUU cunning (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

GUILTIER EGIILRTU GUILTY, worthy of blame for offense [adj] 

GUILTILY GIILLTUY GUILTY, worthy of blame for offense [adv] 

GUILTING GGIILNTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

GUIPURES EGIPRSUU GUIPURE, type of lace [n] 

GUISARDS ADGIRSSU GUISARD, masker (one that wears mask) [n] 

GUITGUIT GGIITTUU tropical American bird [n -S] 

HENEQUIN EEHINNQU henequen (fiber used to make ropes) [n -S] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HUISACHE ACEHHISU flowering plant [n -S] 

ILLIQUID DIIILLQU not being cash [adj] 

IMBRUING BGIIMNRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

INEQUITY EIINQTUY unfairness [n -TIES] 

INGUINAL AGIILNNU pertaining to groin [adj] 

INIQUITY IIINQTUY gross injustice [n -TIES] 

INQUIETS EIINQSTU INQUIET, to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v] 

INQUIRED DEIINQRU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

INQUIRER EIINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

INQUIRES EIINQRSU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

INTUITED DEIINTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

INUKSUIT IIKNSTUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n] 
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JONQUILS IJLNOQSU JONQUIL, perennial herb [n] 

JUICIEST CEIIJSTU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUJUISMS IJJMSSUU JUJUISM, system of beliefs connected with jujus [n] 

JUJUISTS IJJSSTUU JUJUIST, follower of jujuism [n] 

JUMPSUIT IJMPSTUU one-piece garment [n -S] 

LANGUISH AGHILNSU to lose vigor or vitality [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

LAWSUITS AILSSTUW LAWSUIT, legal action [n] 

LEAGUING AEGGILNU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LINGUICA ACGIILNU spicy Portuguese sausage [n -S] 

LINGUINE EGIILNNU linguini (type of pasta (food made of dough)) [n -S] 

LINGUINI GIIILNNU type of pasta (food made of dough) [n -S] 

LINGUISA AGIILNSU linguica (spicy Portuguese sausage) [n -S] 

LINGUIST GIILNSTU person skilled in several languages [n -S] 

LIQUIDLY DIILLQUY in free-flowing manner [adv] 

LOQUITUR ILOQRTUU he or she speaks [v] 

MAQUILAS AAILMQSU MAQUILA, foreign-owned assembly factory in Mexico [n] 

MARQUISE AEIMQRSU wife or widow of marquis [n -S] 

MECHOUIS CEHIMOSU MECHOUI, meal of meat roasted on spit [n] 

MESQUITE EEIMQSTU spiny tree or shrub [n -S] 

MESQUITS EIMQSSTU MESQUIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MEZQUITE EEIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUITS EIMQSTUZ MEZQUIT, mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n] 

MIAOUING AGIIMNOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MISBUILD BDIILMSU to build imperfectly [v –LT, -ING, -S] 

MISBUILT BIILMSTU MISBUILD, to build imperfectly [v] 

MISCUING CGIIMNSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MISGUIDE DEGIIMSU to guide wrongly [v –D, -DING, -S] 

MISSUITS IIMSSSTU MISSUIT, to suit badly [v] 

MOSQUITO IMOOQSTU winged insect [n -ES, -S] 

NOCTUIDS CDINOSTU NOCTUID, night-flying moth [n] 

NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

NONGUILT GILNNOTU absence of guilt [n -S] 

NONSUITS INNOSSTU NONSUIT, to dismiss lawsuit of [v] 

NUISANCE ACEINNSU source of annoyance [n -S] 

OPAQUING AGINOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque [v] 

OUGUIYAS AGIOSUUY OUGUIYA, monetary unit of Mauritania [n] 

OUISTITI IIIOSTTU South American monkey [n -S] 

OUTBUILD BDILOTUU to surpass in building [v –LT, -ING, -S] 

OUTBUILT BILOTTUU OUTBUILD, to surpass in building [v] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v –D, -DING, -S] 

PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S] 

PASQUILS AILPQSSU PASQUIL, satire or lampoon [n] 

PENGUINS EGINNPSU PENGUIN, flightless, aquatic bird [n] 

PLAGUILY AGILLPUY PLAGUY, troublesome [adv] 

PLAGUING AGGILNPU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAYSUIT AILPSTUY sports outfit for women and children [n -S] 
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PREBUILD BDEILPRU to build beforehand [v –LT, -ING, -S] 

PREBUILT BEILPRTU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

PREGUIDE DEEGIPRU to guide beforehand [v –D, -DING, -S] 

PREVUING EGINPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PRUINOSE EINOPRSU having powdery covering [adj] 

PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj] 

PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUITS IPRSSTUU PURSUIT, act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

QUIBBLED BBDEILQU QUIBBLE, to argue over trivialities [v] 

QUIBBLER BBEILQRU one that quibbles (to argue over trivialities) [n -S] 

QUIBBLES BBEILQSU QUIBBLE, to argue over trivialities [v] 

QUICKENS CEIKNQSU QUICKEN, to speed up [v] 

QUICKEST CEIKQSTU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKIES CEIIKQSU QUICKIE, something done quickly [n] 

QUICKSET CEIKQSTU plant suitable for hedges [n -S] 

QUIDDITY DDIIQTUY true nature of thing [n -TIES] 

QUIDNUNC CDINNQUU nosy person [n -S] 

QUIETENS EEINQSTU QUIETEN, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v] 

QUIETERS EEIQRSTU QUIETER, one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n] 

QUIETEST EEIQSTTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETING EGIINQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETISM EIIMQSTU form of religious mysticism [n -S] 

QUIETIST EIIQSTTU advocate of quietism [n -S] 

QUIETUDE DEEIQTUU state of tranquility [n -S] 

QUILLAIA AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLAIS AIILLQSU QUILLAI, evergreen tree [n] 

QUILLAJA AAIJLLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLETS EILLQSTU QUILLET, trivial distinction [n] 

QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S] / QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILLOWS ILLOQSUW QUILLOW, quilt formed into pillow [n] 

QUILTERS EILQRSTU QUILTER, one that quilts (to stitch together with padding in between) [n] 

QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S] / QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUINCUNX CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

QUINELAS AEILNQSU QUINELA, quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n] 

QUINELLA AEILLNQU type of bet in horse racing [n -S] 

QUINIELA AEIILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININAS AIINNQSU QUININA, quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n] 

QUININES EIINNQSU QUININE, medicinal alkaloid [n] 

QUINNATS AINNQSTU QUINNAT, food fish [n] 

QUINOIDS DIINOQSU QUINOID, chemical compound [n] 

QUINOLIN IILNNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINONES EINNOQSU QUINONE, chemical compound [n] 

QUINSIED DEIINQSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [adj] 

QUINSIES EIINQSSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [n] 

QUINTAIN AIINNQTU object used as target in medieval sport [n -S] 

QUINTALS AILNQSTU QUINTAL, unit of weight [n] 
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QUINTANS AINNQSTU QUINTAN, recurrent fever [n] 

QUINTARS AINQRSTU QUINTAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUINTETS EINQSTTU QUINTET, group of five [n] 

QUINTICS CIINQSTU QUINTIC, type of mathematical function [n] 

QUINTILE EIILNQTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUINTINS IINNQSTU QUINTIN, fine linen [n] 

QUINZHEE EEHINQUZ shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow [n -S] 

QUINZIES EIINQSUZ QUINZIE, quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n] 

QUIPPERS EIPPQRSU QUIPPER, one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n] 

QUIPPIER EIIPPQRU QUIPPY, witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIPPING GIINPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIPPISH HIIPPQSU witty (humorously clever) [adj] 

QUIPSTER EIPQRSTU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

QUIRKIER EIIKQRRU QUIRKY, peculiar [adj] 

QUIRKILY IIKLQRUY QUIRKY, peculiar [adv] 

QUIRKING GIIKNQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUIRKISH HIIKQRSU quirky (peculiar) [adj] 

QUIRTING GIINQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUISLING GIILNQSU traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S] 

QUITCHES CEHIQSTU QUITCH, perennial grass [n] 

QUITRENT EINQRTTU fixed rent due from socage tenant [n -S] 

QUITTERS EIQRSTTU QUITTER, one that quits (to end one's engagement in or occupation with) [n] 

QUITTING GIINQTTU QUIT, to end one's engagement in or occupation with [v] 

QUITTORS IOQRSTTU QUITTOR, inflammation of animal's hoof [n] 

QUIVERED DEEIQRUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 

QUIVERER EEIQRRUV one that quivers (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [n -S] 

QUIXOTES EIOQSTUX QUIXOTE, quixotic person [n] 

QUIXOTIC CIIOQTUX extremely idealistic [adj] 

QUIXOTRY IOQRTUXY quixotic action or thought [n -RIES] 

QUIZZERS EIQRSUZZ QUIZZER, one that quizzes (to test knowledge of by asking questions) [n] 

QUIZZING GIINQUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RAMEQUIN AEIMNQRU ramekin (cheese dish) [n -S] 

REBUILDS BDEILRSU REBUILD, to build again [v] 

RECRUITS CEIRRSTU RECRUIT, to engage for military service [v] 

REEQUIPS EEIPQRSU REEQUIP, to equip again [v] 

REGLUING EGGILNRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REQUIEMS EEIMQRSU REQUIEM, musical composition for dead [n] 

REQUINTO EINOQRTU small guitar [n -S] 

REQUIRED DEEIQRRU REQUIRE, to have need of [v] 

REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S] 

REQUIRES EEIQRRSU REQUIRE, to have need of [v] 

REQUITAL AEILQRTU something given in return, compensation, or retaliation [n -S] 

REQUITED DEEIQRTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 

REQUITER EEIQRRTU one that requites (to make equivalent return for) [n -S] 

REQUITES EEIQRSTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 
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RESCUING CEGINRSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

REVUISTS EIRSSTUV REVUIST, writer of revues [n] 

ROUILLES EILLORSU ROUILLE, peppery garlic sauce [n] 

RUINABLE ABEILNRU RUIN, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [adj] 

RUINATED ADEINRTU RUINATE, to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

RUINATES AEINRSTU RUINATE, to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

SANGUINE AEGINNSU red color [n -S] 

SEQUINED DEEINQSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SEQUITUR EIQRSTUU conclusion of inference [n -S] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SNAFUING AFGINNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNOWSUIT INOSSTUW child's garment for winter wear [n -S] 

SOLIQUID DIILOQSU fluid colloidal system [n -S] 

SQUIBBED BBDEIQSU SQUIB, to lampoon (to ridicule in satirical composition) [v] 

SQUIBBER BBEIQRSU infield grounder that becomes base hit [n -S] 

SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v] 

SQUIFFED DEFFIQSU drunk (intoxicated) [adj] 

SQUIGGLE EGGILQSU to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v –D, -LING, -S] 

SQUIGGLY GGILQSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v –D, -ING, -S] 

SQUILLAE AEILLQSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

SQUILLAS AILLQSSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

SQUINTED DEINQSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUINTER EINQRSTU SQUINT, cross-eyed [adj] / one that squints (to look with eyes partly closed) [n -S] 

SQUIREEN EEINQRSU owner of small estate [n -S] 

SQUIRELY EILQRSUY of or befitting squire [adj] 

SQUIRING GIINQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRISH HIIQRSSU of, resembling, or befitting squire [adj] 

SQUIRMED DEIMQRSU SQUIRM, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

SQUIRMER EIMQRRSU one that squirms (to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner)) [n -S] 

SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v –ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SQUIRTED DEIQRSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

SQUIRTER EIQRRSTU one that squirts (to eject in thin, swift stream) [n -S] 

SQUISHED DEHIQSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

STUIVERS EIRSSTUV STUIVER, stiver (formerly used Dutch coin) [n] 

SUBDUING BDGINSUU SUBDUE, to bring under control [v] 

SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

SUICIDAL ACDIILSU self-destructive [adj] 

SUICIDED CDDEIISU SUICIDE, to kill oneself intentionally [v] 

SUICIDES CDEIISSU SUICIDE, to kill oneself intentionally [v] 

SUITABLE ABEILSTU appropriate [adj]  

SUITABLY ABILSTUY SUITABLE, appropriate [adv] 

SUITCASE ACEISSTU flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S] 

SUITINGS GIINSSTU SUITING, fabric for making suits [n] 

SUITLIKE EIIKLSTU resembling suit (set of garments) [adj] 
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SUNSUITS INSSSTUU SUNSUIT, type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n] 

SWIMSUIT IIMSSTUW bathing suit [n -S] 

TEQUILAS AEILQSTU TEQUILA, Mexican liquor [n] 

TISSUING GIINSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TOLUIDES DEILOSTU TOLUIDE, amide (type of chemical compound) [n] 

TOLUIDIN DIILNOTU amine (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TONGUING GGINNOTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S] / TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] 

TOQUILLA AILLOQTU palmlike plant of South America [n -S] 

TORQUIER EIOQRRTU TORQUEY, providing force to cause rotation [adj] 

TORQUING GINOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TRANQUIL AILNQRTU free from disturbance [adj -ER, -EST, -LLER, -LLEST] 

TRUISTIC CIIRSTTU TRUISM, obvious truth [adj] 

TUITIONS IINOSTTU TUITION, fee for instruction [n] 

UBIQUITY BIIQTUUY state of being everywhere at same time [n -TIES] 

UNBUILDS BDILNSUU UNBUILD, to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

UNGLUING GGILNNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGUIDED DDEGINUU not guided (to show way to) [adj] 

UNQUIETS EINQSTUU UNQUIET, state of unrest [n] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU not suited (to be appropriate to) [adj] 

UPBUILDS BDILPSUU UPBUILD, to build up [v] 

VANQUISH AHINQSUV to defeat in battle [v –ED, -ING, -ES] 

VERJUICE CEEIJRUV juice of sour or unripe fruit [n -S] 

VOGUINGS GGINOSUV VOGUING, dance consisting of series of styled poses [n] 

WETSUITS EISSTTUW WETSUIT, close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n] 

 

Ends with -UI 

 


